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• Why is it important to learn 
content analysis of social 
media data (e.g., tweets)?

Traditional media data vs. social media data



Massive, noisy, fragmented, exaggerated 

Low                                           High





6 steps



Step 1: Identify social media sources 
based on research interests

•social network (e.g., Facebook),
•video-sharing (e.g., YouTube),
•photo-sharing (e.g., Flickr),
•product and service review (e.g., Yelp),
•Emotions (e.g., Twitter).



How do social media coverage, national animosity, 
and nationalism influence the diffusion of social 
disapproval from a home country to a host country?

Essay 2 of my dissertation
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Step 2: Identify key search terms

Brand name, firm name, activities, events, and 
emotions related words. 

My study: The screennames of MNEs (e.g., 3m).



https://www.3m.com/



Step 3: Write quarries to mine data

@3m OR to:3m OR from:3m OR #:3m





Step 4: Reorganize raw data



Step 4: Reorganize raw data



Step 5: Process data
Cleaning

1. Generate the plain English text excluding hashtags, screennames and 
URLs. 

2. Clean the plain English texts by reducing them to the lower case, 
removing numbers and punctuations.

3. Stem each word to its root form. 



Step 5: Process data
Match conversation

1. Whether a firm is the author (i.e., who posted the tweet) or recipient 
(i.e., being asked)?

2. Classify each tweet as “in” (i.e., incoming from a stakeholder to a firm) 
or “out” (i.e., outgoing from a firm to a stakeholder). 

3. In the tweets classified as “in,” identify they are responses or initial 
posts.



Step 6: Generate variables
Event: Topic modeling

Speed: Timestamps

Emotionality: “afinn” indices. Finn Arup Nielsen (2011) "A new 
ANEW: Evaluation of a word list for sentiment analysis in microblogs“

Communality: Communication network built by tweets and retweets.

Country: Identify countries of twitters users’ self-reported locations 
(“NYU,” “New York” or “New York University” à USA)



Challenges and opportunities
Overwhelming amount of data; Multiple languages; Lack context

The spread of fake tweets, celebrity tweets

and political tweets. 



Thank you!

Any questions please contact 
wangxinr@missouri.edu





SAMPLE SIZE

MNE major overseas ownership (SDC M&A and JV databases) (Li et al., SMJ, 2017; Xia, SMJ, 2011; Makino & Beamish, 
JIBS, 1998).

Negative events (RavenPack) (Dang, JFE, 2015; Dai et al., JAR, 2015)

Blogs and Twitter posts (RavenPack & Twitter) (Hewett et al., J of Marketing, 2016; Ma et al., MS, 2015)
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DATA & SAMPLES

Unit of analysis: national dyadic observations of a negative MNE event.
32,007 firm-event-national dyadic observations.
482 US-based MNEs, and 48 host countries during 2007 to 2014.
9,699,177 tweets and 186,937 blog posts .




